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Revelation Series: Revelation Relevancy

An overview of our entire Revelation Series All in one program.
Get the big picture!
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Latest News At Tsiyon
Join Tsiyon Meetings in PalTalk each Monday evening at 7pm CST.
Tsiyon Order Page: Visit our Tsiyon Order Page where you may order Audio CDs of our
Tsiyon Radio Revelation Series. More CDs have been added and still more will be added soon.
These will play in any CD player. We also offer bulk orders on books at 40% off and more. At
this discount why not order a case for your ministry or to give them out to friends?
Special thanks to our friends who posted the following comments in the Tsiyon
Community Forum on:

Now Is Come The Kingdom
..far beyond what we could ask or imagine
"Thy Kingdom come, Thy Will be done, on earth as it is in Heaven." Y'shua spoke these
words 2,000 years ago and somehow I always thought that all of this was in HIS hands and that
we were merely waiting for this miraculous event without any real hope that we could change
or influence these events in any tangible way. I can't even say that prior to my studies here at
Tsiyon that I even had a real understanding of the Kingdom or why we would want to live
there. These messages continue to build an understanding of YHWH's plans and purposes that
go far beyond what we could ask or imagine.
I've heard teachings that proposed that the Kingdom would come once all the people of the
earth had had a chance to hear the Gospel message and various other human efforts programs
put forth by other religious groups. All of these teachings drift about as mere smoke in light of
the Scriptural truths presented here.
As I listened to this message the first time, I had a picture of these end time events painted with
broad brushstrokes with lots of empty spaces. As I listened to it again, I started to see smaller
strokes being added here and there that enhanced the overall view and each one was a delight.
As I typed up the transcript of this message and considered it even more, I started to worry
about all those that would only listen to each program once and miss the fullness contained
therein. I believe that YHWH is sharing HIS heart and this message for US considering the
times that we live in and the need to know these things now. Don't miss what is contained here
by rushing through these messages. This is not milk!
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So Much Truth
There is so much being revealed in these teachings, So much truth being revealed. So much
meat. so much, people need to hear these messages especially now. I have heard many
programs here & some of them more than once. Its so enlightening and refreshing to hear the
truth, to wake up to things we have been deceived by. I liked how in the program that when he
mention Gen 3:15, using that accurate translation, it was referring to Yeshua & also referring
to Israel's manchild 144,000, I hadn't heard the teaching connecting this verse with the 144,000.
So I am always amazed to uncover more truth that never would have been a thought.
Stars for Signs and Seasons
["I saw a great sign in heaven, a woman.."]The Woman in Revelation 12, explained Eliyahu,
speaks of Virgo (Hebrew: Bethulah) in the firmament in which YHWH has ordained -Gen 1:14
&15; Job : 38: 31, 32- lights/stars "for signs, and for seasons"! Wow! What a revelation, as
only the Ruach can reveal! Preachers and teachers in congregations teach that this Woman is
the church?! How could she conceive to bring forth a Manchild in all her idolatry and
unrighteousness to rule with an iron rod?! Virgo is actually Yisrael, travailing to bring forth, as
a woman having her birth pangs, but brought forth wind. ABBA is saying to Yisrael-RETURN
to ME! And then in Rev. 12 we are shown that through the gathering of the Remnant of
Yisrael, Yisrael shall blossom and bud, and fill the face of the world with fruit.-Isaiah 27: 6
"And the ransomed of YHWH shall return and come to Tsiyon with songs and everlasting joy
upon their heads: and they shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee
away." !! Isaiah 15: 10 This Manchild, a Corporate Man, brought forth by travailing Yisrael is
the 144,000 out of the 12 tribes, overcomers by the Blood of the Lamb and their testimony,
[having been] sealed! Amein!
Star Charts
Eliyahu put together a great supplement spelling out the details including star charts. You are
going to want to take a look at it.
To read the supplement, click here:
http://tsiyon.org/revelation_12_148/ Be sure you are logged in. Then look for the Ebook PDF
icon and the blue "download" link. Click on it to download.
Concluding Thoughts from Eliyahu
One problem some listeners have mentioned, at this point in our Revelation Series, is that there
has been so much new information that it is hard to digest it all. That's why we did this week's
program! It is an overview of high points from the entire Revelation Series to date. Our aim is
to help to pull it all together for you into one big picture. Dawn and I had a lot of fun taking this
little stroll through all of the Revelation Series programs, and we hope you will enjoy strolling
along with us!
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Our Latest Book
Have you read
Holy Order Restored
by Eliyahu ben David?
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newsletter, please forward.

Blessings to you and yours in Messiah.
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
PS - ANY IDEAS? Our next program is going to be on one question many have been asking
about all this new revelation on Revelation. Namely: What are we going to do about it? We
would like to get some input from you on this topic, to help us with this program. What do you
think this Revelation message requires of us as individuals and corporately and why?
Email us!
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